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a := 1000;
solve(d := 3√a;

   ∆(d; π/2·sqr(d)

      + a·4/d));

h := a·4/π/sqr(d)

⌘= 10.8385214



Key Features

Simple User Interface - Powerful Math Engine
InstantCalc is an infix calculator, and as such, it is ideal for simple and sophisticated calculations. It comes with a full 
featured math engine, including a Newton solver, numerical integration, and other numerical methods.
It does lazy percenting and handles fractions, it knows atomic weights, and has a currency table that can be updated 
via download from the server of the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
For programmers, it features hexadecimal and binary operations/conversions as well as a complete set of bitwise and 
logical operators.
It got a small footprint at the screen, and it provides for the system service InstantCalc, so all calculations can be done 
inline when editing text at any place in any application that supports the Service menu.

Not another Pocket Calculator
InstantCalc does not even try to simulate a Pocket Calculator, instead it is optimized for rapid calculation work cycles 
at Macintosh computers. For example, expression entry and result fields are kept separate, which makes the daily 
calculus by far more efficient than with a pocket calculator.
Error recovering becomes as easy as fixing the flawed entry in the expression field, and then calculate again. Did you 
ever found yourself doing calculations twice or more times on a pocket calculator, because of a mistake occurred in 
the middle of a long calculation, or because of a calculation gave unbelievable results? Then, you will very likely highly 
appreciate the straight forward design of SimpleCalX.
Do similar calculations in a row, without needing to enter everything again and again, only change what is actually 
different in the expression field and execute the calculation.
See intermediary results by calculate and continue, following-up everything in the calculation history table.
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Key Features

Living Calculation History Table
All calculations are recorded in the history table, and the entries in the history are still living, i.e. the expressions and 
results can be referenced in new calculations by denoting Rsn or Esn for the result or the expression at serial number 
sn. Referenced expressions are newly evaluated and may give different results, when variables were changed.
In addition, calculations in the history table can be redone individually or as a whole, e.g. after setting new values to 
User Variables. Calculation History entries are stored persistently on demand, using the S-switch.

User Variables
Variables can be managed (added/changed/deleted) with the User Variables panel, and by using the operator := in any 
calculation. The variables are stored persistently.

What else?

InstantCalc registers two URL handlers to the system, namely the simple calc template handler “sct://...” and the 
simple calc execute handler “scx://...”. For example ...
   sct://linpol(≪x≫; x1;y1; x2;y2)

... would enter the template for the linear inter-/extrapolation function into the expression field of InstantCalc, so that 
the variables could be replaced by the actual values for later evaluation.
   scx://solve(x := 3; x^2 - 3*x + 2 = 12)
... would enter the equation solver into the expression field of InstantCalc, and optionally would lead it to execute the 
calculation.
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sct://linpol(%E2%89%AAx%E2%89%AB;%20x1;y1;%20x2;y2)
sct://linpol(%E2%89%AAx%E2%89%AB;%20x1;y1;%20x2;y2)
scx://solve(x%20:=%203;%20x%5E2%20-%203*x%20+%202%20=%2012)
scx://solve(x%20:=%203;%20x%5E2%20-%203*x%20+%202%20=%2012)


The Main Window
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Work Cycle
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For simple calculations:
1. enter/edit the calculation sequence in the expression field
2. press enter, then verify the result
3. if an error occurred, then the causing part of the expression is selected and shall be corrected;

if the calculation finished successfully, then the whole expression is selected, so it can be immediately overwritten 
by the next calculation expression - use the arrow keys, for un-selecting and editing the expression.

For more sophisticated calculation sessions:
4. optionally, change the values of the variables a and b
5. optionally, add/change/remove variables in the User Variables panel
6. optionally, zoom out the Calculation History table
7. optionally, edit and redo calculations in the History table
8. optionally, re-calculate the whole History table after changing a set of variables  

Using the InstantCalc Sevice:
1. enter the calculation sequence in any text field/area of any application
2. select the expression
3. press the hot key and verify the expression being replaced by the result



Working with the Calculation History
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User Variables
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By utilizing the assignment operator := , User Variables can 
be added, changed, and removed also inline in any calcula-
tion expression:

in InstantCalc all identifiers are case-sensitive

add:	 	 sulfuric := H*2+S+O*4

change:		 existingVar := 123

remove:	 existingVar := none

edit multiple variables in a row using semicolons:
p := 1; q := 2; r := 3; s := 4; t :=5; u := 6; v := 7

overwrite existing identifiers (be careful):
sin := 1		 	 - turns the sin() function into a variable
JPY := 100	 	 - assigns the value 100 to Japanese Yen
C := 0.0120107	 - atomic weight of Carbon in mg/mol

scx://sulfuric%20:=%20H*2+S+O*4
scx://sulfuric%20:=%20H*2+S+O*4
scx://existingVar%20:=%20123
scx://existingVar%20:=%20123
scx://existingVar%20:=%20none
scx://existingVar%20:=%20none
scx://p%20:=%201;%20q%20:=%202;%20r%20:=%203;%20s%20:=%204;%20t%20:=5;%20u%20:=%206;%20v%20:=%207
scx://p%20:=%201;%20q%20:=%202;%20r%20:=%203;%20s%20:=%204;%20t%20:=5;%20u%20:=%206;%20v%20:=%207


Preferences
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Using the InstantCalc Service

InstantCalc is the Service that lets you do calculations inline while editing text at any place in any application.

By invoking the InstantCalc command from the menu shown above, the selected expression would be replaced 
by itself plus the appended result, i.e. in the case shown:  11671.67 + 12% = 13072.2704
If you are interested in the result only, then only omit the trailing equal sign, so the selection would be replaced by 
the calculation result.
InstantCalc is most useful with a working hot key. The default may not be available in all applications. You may want 
to replace it by another hot key in the Services Preferences Panel - accessible by the Services menu shown above.
On US keyboards, ⎇⌘= may be favorable over the default ⌘=. On many other keyboards where the equal sign is 
accessed by the shift modifier key, the default hot key is ⌘⇧=, and that should be OK for most of the applications. 
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Using the Online Reference

Open the Reference panel from the Help menu and 
explore the mathematical capabilities of InstantCalc

The Reference completely describes the available oper-
ators, functions, and constants, and how to use it.

Enter usage templates into the focused expression field 
by clicking on the respective blue template links (usually 
at the left edge of the reference panel).

Enter usage examples into the focused expression field 
by clicking on the respective blue example links (usually 
at the right half of the reference panel) – if the setting 
“Excecute URL” on the Preferences panel is enabled, 
then the examples are immediately evaluated, other-
wise (default), you need to press Enter for execution.

Click on the small triangle next to the magnifying glass 
in the search field for selecting a Reference topic from 
the menu.

Search in the Reference using the search field in the 
toolbar, for example for finding the identifier of the 
“cosine” function of today?

For convenient offline reading, print out the Reference 
manual on paper or into a .pdf file, by clicking on the 
Print toolbar button.
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Molar Mass Calculations

Table of the Atomic Weights of the Elements
InstantCalc inherits a Table of the Atomic Weights of the Elements, and each element symbol represents the atomic 
weight of that element in g/mol. Therefore, the element symbols can directly be used for calculations involving molar 
masses.

Calculating Molar Masses of Molecules utilizing standard arithmetic operators and rules: 
water:	 	 	 	 H*2+O = 18.015 g/mol
phosphoric acid:	 	 H*3+P+O*4 = 97.993762 g/mol
ethanol:	 	 	 C*2+H*5+O+H = 46.069 g/mol
copper sulfate· 5 aq:	 Cu+S+O*4 + 5*(H*2+O) = 249.677 g/mol

Calculations involving Atomic Weights:
Iron content of 100 g potassium ferricyanide:   100 * Fe/(K*3 + Fe+(C+N)*6) = 16.96 g

Time for electroplating of 12 µm of zinc at 2.5 A/dm2 and 75 % current efficiency according to Faraday's law:

→ 12e-4 * 100 * 7.14 * 2*96485 / 2.5 / Zn / 75% / 60 = 22.5 minutes
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Currency Calculations

Before anything else, update the Exchange
Rates for the Currencies selected by the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) by
issuing “Download Currencies...” from
the “Currencies” menu.

InstantCalc would then update its
currencies by downloading  the latest
currency table from the IMF server :
http://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/data/rms_five.aspx (please read the IMF rules)

InstantCalc bases all exchange rate values on the “Base Currency” selected in the Preferences panel.

The exchange rates are associated with the ISO currency codes, i.e. USD for U.S. Dolllar, EUR for Euro, BRL for 
Brazilian Real, and so on. The “Currencies” menu got a list of all available currencies, and selecting one from the list 
will enter the respective ISO code into the focused expression field.

In the shown case, the currency table has bee updated, the base currency has been set to Euro, and the value of 
BRL is 2.302933332. This means that we would get 2.303 BRL per 1 EUR or in short form 2.303 BRL/EUR.

The value of the Base Currency, here EUR, is of course always 1, since we would always get 1 EUR per 1 EUR.

Value of 123 EUR in USD:     123*USD = 175.2750788     i.e. 175.28 USD per 123 EUR

Now the Base Currency has been set to USD:     BRL = 1.61609284     i.e. 1.616 BRL per 1 USD

Value of 1234 BRL (Brazilian Real) in ARS (Argentine Peso):     1234*ARS/BRL = 2741.980261
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http://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/data/rms_five.aspx
http://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/data/rms_five.aspx


Numerical Functions

InstantCalc inherits Numerical Integration and Differentiation, a Newton Solver, as 
well as Serial Summation and Multiplication. The Reference manual explains in detail 
the usage of these functions and shows a lot of usage examples.

For getting a better idea, for what the Numerical Functions of InstantCalc can be 
useful, please consider the diameter vs. height optimization of beverage or 
food cans. For example, the volume of a food can should be 1 liter (1000 cm3) – so, 
what are the ideal values for the diameter d and the height h in order to achieve mini-
mal usage of material, i.e. minimal area of the metal sheet for forming the can?

The volume V of a cylindrical can is:	 V	 =	 π/4· d2· h	 =	 1000 cm3 	 ①
this equation can be transformed to:	 h	 =	 V· 4/π / d2	 =	 4000/π/d2	 ②

The total area A of the can, incl. 2 caps is:	 A	 =	 π· d· h  +  2· π/4· d2	 ③
substitution of h by equation ② gives:	 A	 =	 4000/d   +  π/2· d2		 ④

Generally, at the minimum of a function, its first derivative with respect to its variables 
would be zero. Therefore, in order to solve the given optimization problem, the equa-
tion A´(d) = 0 needs to be solved for the variable d.

Given InstantCalc, using the Numerical Differentiation together with the Newton Solver, this is as simple as:
 – calculation of d:	    solve(d := 3√1000; ∆(d; 4000/d + π/2· d^2))	= 10,8385214 cm	 acc. to equation ④
 – calculation of h:	    h := 4000/π/d^2	 	 	 	 = 10,8385214 cm	 acc. to equation ②
 – cross-checking V:	   π/4· d^2· h	 	 	 	 = 1000 cm3		 acc. to equation ①

It is a well known fact, that the minimal surface/volume ratio for caped cylinders is achieved for its diameter and 
its height being the same, so the result is not at all a surprise, is it?
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The URL Handlers “sct://” and “scx://”

The primary field of application of the URL handlers is the transfer of operator and function templates as well as 
usage examples from the Reference manual to the various expression fields of InstantCalc. However, the scope of 
application of the handlers is not limited to this.

Create a Cheat Sheet with your favorite calculation formulas, for example using TextEdit
1. Open Text Edit, and enter a description for the calculation formula,

for example:	plating speed of trivalent chromium at X A/dm2, and 67 % current efficiency in µm/min

2. Select the description and choose “Add Link...” from the edit menu.
3. Then enter the URL in the “Link destination:” text field and click on OK.

4. The example at the right shows a template URL starting with 
“sct://”. Clicking on such a link, would automatically enter the 
expression into InstantCalc. Square brackets can be used for 
indicating the variable parts of the template, those that should 
show up being selected and ready for being edited right away.
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The URL Handlers “sct://” and “scx://”

Import of Value Tables
The “scx://” URL handler could be used to assign a bunch a values to User Variables:
	 scx://p := 1; q := 2; r := 3; s := 4; t :=5; u := 6; v := 7; w :=8; x := 9; y := 10; z := 11
Imagine, a bunch of default values need to be frequently synchronized among co-workers. Sending an e-mail to 
everybody with the appropriate scx:// link could be an option.
Please note, the “Execute URL” switch on the Preferences panel must be enabled, in order to allow immediate evalua-
tion of  “scx://...” URLs.

Create Worksheets for Training purposes
The “sct://” or “scx://” URL handler could be placed on training worksheets for explaining calculation schemes.
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scx://p%20:=%201;%20q%20:=%202;%20r%20:=%203;%20s%20:=%204;%20t%20:=5;%20u%20:=%206;%20v%20:=%207;%20w%20:=8;%20x%20:=%209;%20y%20:=%2010;%20z%20:=%2011
scx://p%20:=%201;%20q%20:=%202;%20r%20:=%203;%20s%20:=%204;%20t%20:=5;%20u%20:=%206;%20v%20:=%207;%20w%20:=8;%20x%20:=%209;%20y%20:=%2010;%20z%20:=%2011


FAQ

Why 1 + 2 = 3?
Well, this is kind of the "Hello, World!" of calculus.

Why do I need to use arithmetic operators and parenthesis in molar mass calculations?
This is the trade off for doing molar mass calculations with a general purpose calculator, in that the syntax and seman-
tic rules have to apply the same for all kind of calculations. For example, H2O is a perfectly valid variable name. That 
said, you may assign the result of H*2+O to a variable named H2O like so: H2O := H*2+O – by this way, you can 
use the variable as the shortcut.

The text in the Online Reference is too small for my eyes, can I have it bigger?
The text is so small in order not to let the Reference panel occupying so much screen space. For better reading, you 
might want to print it into a .pdf file and open this with the Preview application.

Is it possible to update the currency exchange rate table from other sources than the IMF?
Currently there is no way for choosing other sources for updating the currency exchange rates. Anyway, I would be 
interested to learn about suitable sources, and I would consider to implement other download possibilities in future 
versions of InstantCalc. Please send me an e-mail to support@projectworld.net.

May I submit feedback or bug reports and feature requests?
Yes! Please e-mail me anything that you would like to let me know to support@projectworld.net!
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FAQ

How to access all the special characters?
Look it up in the Keyboard Viewer provided by Mac OS X

Some numerical evaluations return the result with some delay, is this normal?

InstantCalc features a quite fast math engine, for example the evaluation of ∑(k := 1; 10000000; sqrt(k)/k), which 
evaluates the term sqrt(k)/k 10 million times, takes less than 2 s on a MacBook Pro 2.4 GHz. That said, you can bring 
InstantCalc down to its knees with specially forged calculation formulas. I billion evaluations would take about 200 
seconds, and then nesting this into the numerical differentiation function ∆( ) should make the day of your Mac :-)

Why did you choose to ... ?
Because, I am heavily using InstantCalc every day myself, and all the features in the way it has fit best to my needs.  
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Dr. Rolf Jansen
Rua Reginaldo de Lima, 98 - Parque São Diogo

09732-550 São Bernardo do Campo
São Paulo - Brazil

support@projectworld.net
http://InstantCalc.projectworld.net
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